Dendritic-cell (DC)-derived exosomes (dexosomes) have been suggested to constitute potent anticancer immunotherapeutic agents, mainly due to their robust immunostimulatory functions, their ability to reduce tumor burden in animal models, and their unresponsiveness to the immunosuppressive tumor milieu. 1, 2 Two Phase I clinical trials have been conducted to investigate the antineoplastic potential of immature autologous DC-derived dexosomes loaded with MHC Class I-and II-restricted peptides in patients with melanoma and nonsmall cell lung cancer. 3, 4 Dexosomes were generally well tolerated but exerted limited therapeutic activity. We have recently investigated if the immunogenicity of dexosomes would depend-at least in part-on the quality of its antigen cargo. 5 Although potent antigen-specific CD8 + T-cell activation was induced in vitro by both peptide-and whole protein-loaded dexosomes, only the latter, containing both T-and B-cell epitopes, induced specific cytotoxic T-lymphocyte (CTL) responses in vivo. MZB-deficient mice. 5 MZBs are closely associated with the marginal sinus of the spleen and shuttle blood-borne antigens into the splenic B-cell zone, where they deposit antigens on follicular DCs (FDCs). 6 Hence, we propose that intravenously injected dexosomes are taken up by DCs, carrying them into the T-cell zone, and MZBs, shuttling them into the B-cell zone. While DCs initially activate antigen-specific CD4 + and CD8 + T cells toward dexosome-borne antigens, B-cell activation occurs upon contact with FDCs. 7 Activated B cells then migrate to the B/Tcell border and interact with CD4 + T cells, boosting CTL responses (Fig. 1) 10 Nevertheless, it is not known whether cognate antigen interaction is crucial for proficient B-cell help or if cytokines secreted by B cells could have the same effect on T cells.
B-cell epitopes on dexosomes not only were beneficial for the induction of a robust immune response but also promoted antineoplastic effects. Indeed, mice immunized with whole protein-loaded dexosomes exhibited reduced tumor growth and improved survival as compared with mice receiving peptide-loaded dexosomes. 5 Moreover, higher numbers of cytokine-producing CTLs were detected in the tumors of mice receiving whole protein-loaded dexosomes than in the lesions of mice treated with peptide-loaded dexosomes. Taken together, these observations demonstrate that dexosomes loaded with both T-and B-cell epitopes potently induce CD8 + T cells that are functional even in the tumor microenvironment. We propose that B-cell epitopes should be included in future dexosome-based vaccines, as well as in anticancer vaccines at large, to activate a potent immune response capable of counteracting the immunosuppressive mechanisms generally established by malignant cells.
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exosomes derived from dendritic cells (dexosomes) induce potent antitumor immune responses in mice. we have shown that the efficacy of dexosome-elicited antitumor immunity relies on the presence of both t-and B-cell dexosomeassociated epitopes. hence, the inclusion of B-cell epitopes in anticancer vaccines is crucial for the success of this immunotherapeutic intervention. 
